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☼  Best Practices for Disclosure of Local Candidates’ Campaign
Finance Data

by Calder Burgam | 2015-09-23

 

Sept. 29, 2015 Correction: The original version of this report said
Aberdeen, South Dakota is the only Knight community that fails to
require candidates to file campaign finance reports. In fact, both
Aberdeen, South Dakota and Grand Forks, North Dakota have no local
campaign finance disclosure requirements. The error has been
corrected in this online report.

Interest in state and federal campaign finance has soared, following the
Supreme Court’s landmark Citizens United v. FEC ruling in 2010.
Discussions of Super PACs and 501(c) groups are now commonplace,
and candidates’ campaign accounts are meticulously watched for hints
of strength or weakness. However, political contributions are flowing in
large amounts to a widely overlooked destination: local elections.
(/research/institute-reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-
candidates-campaign-finance-data#ftnref_1)  (/research/institute-
reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-
finance-data#ftnref_2)

Although these races often do not receive the headlines of their state
and federal counterparts, the election results can have a great effect on
people’s everyday lives. School curriculum, zoning, and local tax code
are just some examples of policy determined by the elected local
boards, councils, and executives who carry out local governance.
Knowing who funded their campaigns is an essential component of
maintaining an effective, accountable democracy.

As part of a project funded by The John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation, the National Institute on Money in State Politics examined
the state of local candidate campaign finance disclosure in Knight
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Foundation’s 26 communities
(http://knightfoundation.org/about/communities/).

This report identifies some of the best practices for candidate campaign
finance disclosure in three key areas—completeness, timeliness, and
accessibility—and highlights those Knight Foundation communities that
have instituted such practices.

Data Completeness
Best Practices for Data Completeness

Require disclosure of contributor's name, occupation,
employer, and complete address
Identify the type of contributor
List contributors’ aggregate contributions
Differentiate and clearly identify transaction types
Provide the date on which each transaction occurred

Certain data is vital for campaign finance reports to be useful. While it is
a common policy that campaigns under a certain fundraising threshold
are exempt from filing reports or that contributors giving less than a
specified amount may go unitemized, it is important that complete
information is provided once those thresholds are met. The
completeness of data addresses information that campaigns must
disclose regarding donors and their contributions. The best practices
include:

Best Practice: Require disclosure of contributor's name,
occupation, employer, and complete address.

These pieces of information are essential to clearly identifying a
contributor. Unfortunately, some of the Knight Foundation communities
allow contributions under a certain amount to be given anonymously,
making donor identification impossible. Anonymous donations differ
from unitemized contributions in that a candidate is not required to keep
any internal record pertaining to the person giving an anonymous
donation. Conversely, campaigns must keep unitemized donors’
information so it can be disclosed should they surpass the filing
threshold at a later date.

Occupation, employer, and address information is necessary to
determine whether multiple contributions can be attributed to a single

3 (/research/institute-

reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-finance-data#ftnref_3)
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Figure 1: Example of
Aggregate Contributions in
Fort Wayne, Indiana
(/research/institute-
reports/best-practices-for-
disclosure-of-local-
candidates-campaign-
finance-data#item_0)

Figure 2: Campaign
Finance Disclosure
Interface Transaction
Types in Wayne County,
Michigan
(/research/institute-
reports/best-practices-for-
disclosure-of-local-
candidates-campaign-
finance-data#item_1)
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donor, and allows the public to see where a candidate gets their funds.
Disclosure of occupation and employer have the added benefit of
enabling the public to see the economic interests of the donors.

Good Examples: Biloxi, Mississippi; Charlotte, North Carolina

Biloxi and Charlotte each require occupation, employer, and complete
address information, while prohibiting all anonymous donations. As a
result, candidates in Charlotte disclosed individual donors’ employer
information for 81 percent of all contributions, their occupation
information 86 percent of the time, and complete addresses for 96
percent of all records.

In comparison, Boulder, Colorado does not require candidates to
disclose a contributor's occupation or employer. With 56 percent of all
money raised by Boulder candidates in 2013 coming from individuals,
this omission diminishes the public’s ability to analyze the economic
interests influencing city election campaigns.

Both Biloxi and Charlotte have outsourced their campaign finance
policy-making by adopting their states’ disclosure regulations. However,
it is worth noting that some cities have instituted more stringent
requirements than their state counterparts. For example, the states of
California and Minnesota allow anonymous contributions up to $100 and
$20 respectively, while San Jose, California and St. Paul, Minnesota
require the names of all contributors be kept on record and disclosed
once the contributor reaches the itemization threshold.

Best Practice: Identify the type of contributor

It is essential to know the types of donors: do candidates rely primarily
on individuals or PACs and political parties? Many states require
candidates to differentiate their donors by type. For some, this is as
simple as identifying individuals versus non-individuals. Others require
more detail by distinguishing between corporations, labor unions,
nonprofits, political action committees, and party committees. This
differentiation can be accomplished with a list of options from which
candidates can select a contributor type or by providing separate report
schedules for each type of contributor.

Good Example: Detroit, Michigan
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Few places do it better than Detroit, where candidates file with the
Wayne County Board of Elections and divide their contributors by type.
Among the many options on the contribution search
(https://www.wccampaignfinance.com/Public/ReceiptsList) page is a
drop-down menu with contributor types, including “Anonymous,”
“Business/Group/Organization," “Candidate Spouse," “Committee,"
“Individual," “Self," and “State Committee.” Within this, there are further
distinctions, including “Candidate Committee," “Ballot Question
Committee," “Political Action Committee," “Independent Committee,"
and “Super PAC Independent Expenditure Committee.”
(/research/institute-reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-
candidates-campaign-finance-data#ftnref_4) This diversity of contributor
types allows users a great deal of latitude for analyzing a candidate’s
donor base.

Additionally, the Wayne County campaign finance interface
(https://www.wccampaignfinance.com/Public/ReceiptsList) allows
searches by contributor type across multiple candidates.
(/research/institute-reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-
candidates-campaign-finance-data#ftnref_5) For instance, one can
search for all PAC contributions to a single candidate for mayor or
search PAC contributions to all mayoral candidates. This feature allows
users to avoid the tedious process of completing a separate search for
every single candidate.

Unfortunately, the usefulness of this data is limited by the lack of a
download feature. Wayne County requires that any candidates raising or
spending $5,000 or more file their reports electronically. However, the
county does not provide an accessible format for public download.
Instead, it is placed in PDFs that must be accessed one at a time.
Furthermore, these automated reports do not include the contributor
type information available under the contribution search.

Best Practice: List contributors’ aggregate contributions

Aggregate contribution totals show the total amount a single contributor
has given during a specific period of time. Aggregate contributions serve
multiple purposes. Most important, they enable the public to quickly see
how much a single donor has contributed without having to analyze
every published report. For example, if a contributor gave a candidate
two $100 contributions, the donor’s $200 total would be reported
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alongside the second transaction. Generally, disclosure agencies
require aggregate values for periods covering a calendar year, election
cycle, or reporting period.

Good Example: Fort Wayne, Indiana

Fort Wayne candidates file with the Allen County Election Board. As
their published campaign finance reports show (below), aggregate
contribution totals are helpful for seeing the full scope of a contributor’s
support. The 2014 Annual Report (http://www.allencounty.us/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=174&Itemid=832&jsmallfib=1&dir=JSROOT/election_board/campaign_finance/2015+Filings/2014+Annual+Report)
(http://www.allencounty.us/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=174&Itemid=832&jsmallfib=1&dir=JSROOT/election_board/campaign_finance/2015+Filings/2014+Annual+Report)
below is from Fort Wayne’s current mayor, Thomas Henry.
(/research/institute-reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-
candidates-campaign-finance-data#ftnref_6)

Figure 1: Example of Aggregate Contributions in Fort Wayne,
Indiana

Municipalities without aggregate contributor totals or efficient
contribution search interfaces make it impossible to know the full extent
of a donor’s support without wading through all of the individual reports.
In Fort Wayne, however, one can readily see that an $80 contribution on
May 12, 2014 was a small fraction of that donor’s contributions that
year.

Best Practice: Differentiate and clearly identify transaction types

A lot of money can flow into campaigns, but not all of it comes in the
form of contributions. Further, contributions can take many forms.
Ideally, municipalities would require campaigns to identify seven types
of transactions:

direct contributions
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in-kind contributions
loans
loan repayments
unitemized contributions
other/non-contribution income
returned contributions

Delineating contributions provides the public with a full picture of how
candidates fund their campaigns and the different means in which
donors are involved.

Good Example: Detroit, Michigan

Again, Detroit provides an excellent example for disclosure of
transaction types. The search option
(https://www.wccampaignfinance.com/Public/ReceiptsList) is easy to
find and provides a broad array of options.  (/research/institute-
reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-
finance-data#ftnref_7)

Figure 2: Campaign Finance Disclosure Interface Transaction
Types in Wayne County, Michigan

As was the case with contributor types, the usefulness of this feature is
diminished by the lack of a download function of search results.

Best Practice: Provide the date on which each transaction
occurred

Knowing the date of a transaction is vital for understanding any interplay
between contributions and policy-making. Dates also enable the public
to easily find the report in which a transaction was disclosed.
Surprisingly, dates are not universally required.
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Aberdeen, South Dakota and Grand Forks, North Dakota are the only
Knight communities that fail to require the date, as they do not require
candidates to file campaign finance reports in any way.

Timeliness of Filings
Best Practice for Timeliness of Filings

Filers report large contributions (defined by the local
government) and contributions received close to an election
in 24-hour or other state-defined "late" contribution reports,
even if those transactions are also reported on the
subsequent regular report.

Keeping the public adequately informed requires consistent and timely
campaign finance reports. When determining filing schedules,
policymakers must balance the public’s right to campaigns’ financial
information with the resources it requires for campaigns to file reports.
As technology improves, real-time reporting may become the new
standard. In the meantime, municipalities have instituted a wide range of
reporting schedules. There is one best practice that helps ensure that
timely data is available to the public.

Best Practice: Filers report large contributions (defined by the
local government) and contributions received close to an election
in 24-hour or other state-defined "late" contribution reports, even if
those transactions are also reported on the subsequent regular
report.

Whatever a municipality’s filing schedule may be, supplemental reports
that disclose large contributions close to an election are essential for
keeping the public informed. Without such reports, major contributions
can go unreported until long after the election, revealed too late to play
a role in the electorate’s decisions.

Good Example: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Philadelphia requires candidates to file two pre-election reports
(http://www.phila.gov/records/pdfs/CFFILINGDATES.pdf) prior to the
primary election and two reports prior to the general election, with the
second pre-general report due approximately two weeks before voters
go to the polls.  (/research/institute-reports/best-practices-for-
disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-finance-data#ftnref_8) The
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final two weeks have special filing rules: Philadelphia candidates must
file a supplemental report within 24 hours of receiving a contribution of
$500 or more. The 24-hour report ensures voters are able to consider all
major contributions when making their voting decisions.

Although these 24-hour reports are not always necessary, in some
cases a substantial amount of money is reported. In 2013, for example,
Philadelphia District Attorney candidate R. Seth Williams received a
total of $34,640 (show-me?s=PA-PHL&f-core=1&d-
amt=500,1000000&d-dte=2013-10-22,2013-11-05#[{1|gro=c-t-id) in
contributions greater than $500 during the two weeks between his final
report and the election, representing nearly 8 percent (show-me?s=PA-
PHL&f-core=1&c-r-id=66367#[{1|gro=c-t-id) of his total for the election
cycle.  (/research/institute-reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-
candidates-campaign-finance-data#ftnref_9)  (/research/institute-
reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-
finance-data#ftnref_10) Without those late, supplemental reports, voters
would not have been able to see these contributions until 30 days after
the election had been decided.

Accessibility of the Data
Best Practices for Accessibility of the Data

Require filers to submit digitized reports. If a waiver allows
small filers to report on paper, the disclosure agency should
type in those reports electronically.
Provide searchable and downloadable campaign finance
data
Provide all campaign finance data free of charge

Data is useful only if people have a means to access and analyze it. The
accessibility of data relates to how easy the disclosure agencies make
the process of finding and obtaining campaign finance figures. The best
practices in the area of accessibility include:

Best Practice: Require filers to submit digitized reports. If a waiver
allows small filers to report on paper, the disclosure agency should
type those reports into the agency’s database.

The advent of computer reporting vastly improved transparency of
campaign finance. Electronically available data is vital for any broad-
based, meaningful analysis of money in politics. In jurisdictions with no
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electronic database, the task of compiling and typing in paper reports is
time-consuming and cost-intensive. Ideally, campaign finance agencies
would require filers to submit their reports in a digitized format.

In some cases, campaign finance disclosure agencies simply do not
have the resources to implement electronic reporting systems or enter
the data from paper reports. Nevertheless, the public must be able to
see all the reports filed by candidates quickly and easily. At a minimum,
scanned copies of candidates’ reports should be made available online.

Good Examples: Bradenton, Florida; Lexington, Kentucky

Bradenton candidates are subject to Florida state campaign finance law,
which requires all office seekers to file disclosure reports electronically.
As such, the Manatee County Supervisor of Elections website provides
a page (http://www.votemanatee.com/Candidate-Information/Local-
Candidates-Committees) for each local candidate by election, with a
candidate statement when provided, a list of their filed reports, and
digitized contribution information.  (/research/institute-reports/best-
practices-for-disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-finance-
data#ftnref_11)

Kentucky candidates have the option to file through their state’s
electronic disclosure system. Data for Lexington candidates who choose
to file on paper is typed into the agency’s searchable database and
made available through the Kentucky Registry of Election Finance
(http://www.kref.state.ky.us/krefsearch/).  (/research/institute-
reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-
finance-data#ftnref_12)

Best Practice: Provide searchable and downloadable campaign
finance data

Searchable data allows users to easily navigate the myriad pieces of
information candidates are required to disclose. Users must be able to
download the data so that campaign finance information can be
incorporated into broader analyses. Of course, these features are only
possible if contribution data is digitized, as discussed previously.

Good Example: San Jose, California
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San Jose provides an excellent interface for searching contribution data
in a variety of ways with a simple means of downloading results. The
Search Homepage
(http://nf4.netfile.com/pub2/(S(d2vk22ybffntfrava2prvf55))/Default.aspx?
aid=csj) allows users to query data by candidate or committee name,
filer ID, or filing dates.  (/research/institute-reports/best-practices-for-
disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-finance-data#ftnref_13) For
more in-depth searches, users can utilize the Advanced Search
(http://nf4.netfile.com/pub2/(S(d2vk22ybffntfrava2prvf55))/Search.aspx)
page to search for data under contributor, employer, occupation, and
vendor fields.  (/research/institute-reports/best-practices-for-
disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-finance-data#ftnref_14) They
also allow searches by transaction date range or dollar amount. After
the desired search is complete, users may download the data into a
Microsoft Excel or Word document.

Palm Beach County, Florida
(http://www.pbcelections.org/CFinance.aspx) provides another good
example—with one important exception.  (/research/institute-
reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-candidates-campaign-
finance-data#ftnref_15) Like San Jose, they allow searches by
candidate, date range, and contributor. However, when contribution
results are returned, they do not provide all the information available on
candidates’ reports. Contributor addresses are omitted. To obtain
address information, users must download the specific reports. By
including some information in one download option while excluding it in
another, the disclosure agency has created an unnecessary obstacle for
users attempting to get complete contribution data.

Best Practice: Provide all campaign finance data free of charge

State agencies oversee the filing of required campaign finance reports
and police candidates for specific campaign finance violations. It falls to
the public to ensure an effective and accountable democracy. Campaign
finance data plays a vital role in that process and thus should be
provided at no cost.

Good Examples: Miami, Florida; St. Paul, Minnesota
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Among the 26 Knight Foundation communities, data came with a price
tag only when disclosure agencies needed to print and mail paper
reports. Paper reports make sense if an agency does not have the funds
to implement electronic reporting or if filers raise little money. In such
cases, disclosure agencies should scan and upload these paper reports.
Doing so comes with advantages for the public and the disclosure
agency because the public need not wait to access reports and can
generally print them at a lower cost. Additionally, scanned reports have
a digital presence and thus can be located easily. It can be unclear that
unscanned paper reports even exist and must be specially requested.
On the agency side, uploading PDFs reduces the cost and time required
to print and mail reports.

Conclusion
Campaign finance disclosure regulations in the 26 Knight Foundation
communities are diverse. Some localities require candidates to file
detailed reports that can be digitized and easily shared with the public,
while other municipalities do not demand disclosure of any kind from
office seekers. While no locality is perfect in adhering to the best
practices of campaign finance disclosure, many have implemented
admirable systems of disclosure and succeed in providing the public
with essential information on money in local politics.

The next step for many local governments will be making campaign
finance data more accessible by implementing user-friendly,
downloadable databases. Currently only six Knight
Foundation communities enable users to download all contribution data
in convenient digital formats, leaving those who wish to analyze
contributions in the other communities with the tedious task of parsing
individual reports. Two Knight cities, Aberdeen and Grand Forks, do not
require local candidates to file reports of any kind.

The growing public interest in campaign finance makes it essential that
local governments empower citizens to hold their elected officials
accountable through campaign finance data that is complete, timely, and
accessible.

1. (/research/institute-reports/best-practices-for-disclosure-of-local-candidates-
campaign-finance-data#ftnref_1) National Institute on Money in State Politics,
“Contributions to Local Candidates by Election Year,” available from
http://www.followthemoney.org/show-me?f-core=1&f-fc=3&c-exi=1#[{1|gro=s,y (show-
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